
ACADEMIC HISTORY

Northwestern University

-Studied cinema production editing, and script writing
-had multiple film/video related jobs duringmy student years.
-My student filmwon multiple awards and was broadcast on TV

-Worked in the production equipment supply department
-Part time job as photo assistant to a professional photographer
-Summer job as assistant editor on a feature film in Hollywood
-Worked in the audio-visualdepartment on various events

BS. FILM AND VIDEO PRODUCTION

University of Southern California
18UNITS OF CINEMA CLASSES

JD FREEDMAN
Writer/Video Editor

CAREER SUMMARY

Video Editor/Writer, Brandcom TV

My video editing/color correction work is mostly focused on web and branding
videos for agencies, corporations and other companies. I've used almost every
editing software available in the past decade and have found Davinci Resolve
16 to be the quickest most feature filled interface available. My edit suite has a
special hi speed line installed that can download an hour of uncompressed HD
a minute. As a writer I've been published in many regional and national
magazines and written countless scripts. I would love to work with you in either
capacity to showcase the unique value proposition of your product or service.

Writer/Editor, Imagesmith Productions
1998 TO 2018
I worked on commercials, and videos for local clients to larger brands
including Hilton, Radisson, United Airlines, Celebrity Cruise Lines, Harvard/
Mass General Hospital, Shopify, Stanley Tools and many more. I often wrote
scripts for these projects. My writing also appeared in many regional and
national publications including the Sun Sentinel Newspaper, Videography
Magazine, Imagine Magazine, Magazine of Design and Style, and others.

As Writer/Producer of World Business Review I brought the series from
concept to completion. This weekly CNBC, business technology, news and
information series featured CEOs of top fortune 500 companies. The series
was on CNBC for 10 years.

2018 TO PRESENT

Writer/Producer, Multimedia Prods. USA
1996-1998

Experienced editor with a strong technical background.
Conversant with a broad range of post software

I have also written many articles

PERSONAL BACKGROUND

-One of my films won firstplace in a Miami Film Festival
-A short HBO documentary I produced won an Emmy

- I've won multiple Addy awards for commercials

ACHIEVEMENTS

Phone: 404-984-0880
jd@jdfreedman.net
www.jdfreedman.net

CONTACT INFORMATION

-Final Cut Pro, and Davinci Resolve 16 editing proficiency
-Ability to lead a team and communicate effectively
-Extensive writing and script writing experience

NOTEWORTHY ABILITIES


